Marketing Services

ASO Guide

Worldwide mobile app revenue is expected to reach $581 billion USD by the end of the
year and nearly double that by 2023. The market is booming and the opportunity to
capitalize on that growth has never been better. That doesn’t mean it will be easy. There
are 2.2 million apps available through Apple App Store and 2.8 million available through
Google Play. Standing out amongst the millions requires App Store Optimization (ASO).
When it comes to ASO, there are a lot of factors to consider: name, icon, description,
keywords, screenshots, ratings, reviews, not to mention unpredictable algorithmic
changes meant to enhance search results. ASO tools like AppTweak help simplify the
process and consulting with a digital marketing ﬁrm could provide clarity and a needed
boost.
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Every mobile app launch
has its obstacles. App
Store Optimization (ASO)
helps clear the path. It
provides faster results
and less stress along the
way.

Logo
One of the most important features you can use to distinguish your app among the millions of apps that
populate Google Play and App Store is the logo. A state-of-that-art logo that clearly deﬁnes your brand can
bring you multiple downloads. For that, it is advised to follow the requirements of Apple and Google:

Google Play:
The logo needs to have a size of 524x524 pixels.
Google also has material guidelines that, although
not a requirement, should be followed.

App Store:
The logo is required to have a size of 1048x1048
pixels. As Google Play, the app icon that shows
up on the store listing is automatically resized to
180x180 pixels.
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Source: https://eventuresof.wordpress.com/2015/07/09/great-apps-to-be-used-by-great-event-managers/

Screenshots
Screenshots are extremely important. They give users an overall idea
of how the app looks and how it works, even before they download it.
It is vital to have updated screenshots of your application on the store
listing.
App Store allows up to 10 screenshots to be uploaded, while Google

Play allows 8. However, the ﬁrst 2-3 screenshots are the most
important, as these are the ones which users will see when they open
the store listing, on both stores. It is advised that these screenshots
show the customers the beneﬁts they’ll have when downloading the
app to encourage downloads.
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Source: http://engineering.khanacademy.org/posts/automating-app-store-screenshots.htm

When it comes to narrowing down the
best keywords and search terms to be
included in your app's title and
descriptions – we've got it covered. Our
ASO experts use some of the best tools
in the market, such as AppRadar, Mobile
Action and AppTweak to skim through
thousands of keywords and strategically
select the best ones that will ring those
downloads in.
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Source: https://www.storemaven.com/app-store-statistics-revealed/

Preview video and featured
graph
The featured graph above is simply the image that shows up at the top of a store listing. It should be dynamic
and creative and display an overall impression of what the app and the brand is about.
The preview video can substitute one of the ﬁrst 2-3 screenshots and will be present also on top of the featured
graph, where a play button would be added so that the user can get an animated preview of what to expect
once they've downloaded the app. This video should be snappy and no longer than 30 seconds to 2 minutes
long, and show your target audience how to use the app. The combination of a top video, screenshots and
featured graph may not improve search engine rankings, but will deﬁnitely improve your app's image and,
ultimately, downloads.
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Source: https://incipia.co/post/app-marketing/google-play-feature-graphic-ideas/

Title and description
Title:
The importance of the keywords that are added to your app's
description diﬀers between the App Store and Google Play.
On Google Play keywords play a crucial role and are the main
ranking factor, but less so on the App Store, although still
important for conversions.
The character length for titles and descriptions vary between
Apple and Google.
Make the most of the space given for your title and short and
full descriptions, and tell the user what your app is about. The
more accurate information is, the better.

App Store – 30 characters (plus 30 characters
in subtitle); Google play – 50 characters

Short description:
App Store – not available; Google Play – 80
characters

Full description:
App Store – 4000 characters; Google Play –
4000 characters
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Source: https://www.storemaven.com/app-store-statistics-revealed/

Localization
Studies show that only 31% of app users are
native English speakers. Although many app users
may be ﬂuent in English, some users prefer to
have the app listing and app itself translated into
their language. Translating the store listing is
certainly a great way to increase app downloads.
Make your app more accessible and increase your
number of downloads by having the listing
available in the languages of your target users.
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Whether you’re preparing to launch your mobile app or looking for a boost, we have the ASO expertise needed to improve your
ranking and increase downloads organically. Check out our portfolio and mini case studies below to see how our ASO services have
led to measurable results for our clients.
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Custom solutions for virtually everything.
www.ScopicSoftware.com
Phone: (855) 717-5586 (toll free)
Email: sales@scopicsoftware.com

https://www.facebook.com/scopicsoftware/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scopic-software
https://twitter.com/scopicsoftware
https://www.instagram.com/scopic_software/

